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With its hallmark active learning approach, the second edition of this topically-organized text is the

most interactive introduction to child development today. Dynamic learning activities in each chapter

invite students to forge a personal connection to the latest topics shaping the field, including

neuroscience, diversity, culture, play, and media. Using innovative pedagogy, Child Development:

An Active Learning Approach reveals a wide-range of real-world applications for research and

theory, creating an engaging learning experience that equips students with tools they can use long

after the class ends.
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"Levine and Munsch have made an excellent contribution to the texts available to those of us who

teach child and adolescent development - both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. I was

excited to use the text when I reviewed it for potential adoption, and after this second review, I am

even more excited. I do not see any key weaknesses but do see the many strengths..." --Charles

Dickel, Creighton University --Charles Dickel (06/28/2013)"The book is great! I would recommend it

to anyone teaching a course in Child and Adolescent Development." --Dan Nyaronga, SUNY

Empire State College-Saratoga --Dan Nyaronga (06/28/2013)"I really like this book. I love all of the

resources, the book itself is clear and provides a lot of information, and I will definitely adopt it

again." --Kelly Cotter, California State University-Sacramento --Kelly Cotter (06/28/2013)"The

strengths of this text are the topics presented..., the reading level of the text, the resources in the



chapters, pictures, charts, Active Learning, Research, etc. I would adopt the [second] edition of the

text for all of the above." --Sharon Carter, Davidson County Community College-Lexington --Sharon

Carter (06/28/2013)"This is an extremely well written text. The authors can be commended for the

depth and scope of the content . . . easily accessible to students." --Dawn Witt, California State

University-Channel Islands--Dawn Witt (06/28/2013)"My overall assessment of this text book is that

it is well done...it engages the students in the material but [is] also very cost effective. I especially

enjoyed how thorough the book was but that it was not too research focused or boring to the reader.

In addition, having access to the Extended Journey in Research and SAGE [journal] articles is a

major strength." --Nicole Surething, Christopher Newport University --Nicole Surething

(06/28/2013)"In their preface, authors Laura Levine and Joyce Munsch emphasize the need for a

child development book that enables students to create meaningful learning experiences. This text

has succeeded in achieving their goal."  "The many strengths of this text attest to the success of

Levine and Munsch in creating a comprehensive and well-written overview of child development." 

--Dalia Gefen, Iona College--Dalia Gefen "Psychology Learning and Teaching "-Levine and Munsch
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Newport University  (Nicole Surething 2013-06-28)"In their preface, authors Laura Levine and Joyce
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Great information on early Childhood Development. You should read it you will be glad you did.

Book was slightly damaged, and the material inside the book is dry.

Thank you! The book is in perfect condition.

Just as pictured

Has a lot of good information if you're interested in child development.

I appreciate how informative the book is.

Very practical text for beginning teachers. It helps explain why our students think and act the way

they do.

This shows a picture of the Interactive Ebook that should come with the book but this is VERY

misleading and you ONLY receive the actual paperback book. My class requires that you have the

Ebook, not just the paperback, so if you are required to get the Ebook also: don't purchase/rent this

textbook.
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